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Tessent
Embedded Analytics
A summary guide

Tessent Embedded Analytics provides semiconductor intellectual property
(SIP) that allows designers to incorporate intelligent self-analytic
capabilities in systems-on-chip (SoCs). Embedded Analytics technology
helps solve the most pressing problems faced by the high-tech industries
today – including cybersecurity, functional safety, and the management of
complexity. It also allows designers to develop SoCs more quickly and
cost-effectively.
Embedded Analytics offers a suite of semiconductor IP that allows chip
designers to integrate an intelligent analytics infrastructure into the core
hardware of their devices. By monitoring and analyzing the real-world
behavior of entire systems, engineers can take action to reduce system
power consumption, increase performance, protect against malicious
intrusions, and ensure product safety. These capabilities address
applications in a broad range of market sectors, from automotive and IoT
products, to at-scale computing and communications infrastructure.
This document provides a summary of Tessent Embedded Analytics’ IP
components, and is intended for engineers, managers and SoC
development teams who want to evaluate Tessent’s portfolio of IP.
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Embedded Analytics Product Overview
The Embedded Analytics portfolio includes more than
20 different modules that the SoC system architect can
use to monitor and analyze the behavior of any mixture
of licensed-in IP and custom logic designed in-house.
The system architect and design team have complete
freedom to choose which blocks to monitor and to what
level of detail. Embedded Analytics includes its own
on-chip message-based communications architecture
that makes it entirely host interface agnostic. Modules
range from dedicated, optimized IP to highly
parametrized modules that are configurable at designtime and run-time, and fall into four broad categories:
• Active managers
Active managers provide solutions for security and
functional safety, monitoring on-chip blocks,
searching for anomalous behaviors, and if necessary
taking action: for example by blocking suspicious
transactions, or communicating with other Embedded
Analytics blocks to trigger monitoring, recording etc.
• Analytic modules
Analytic modules are smart monitors that gather and
pre-process data from the various function blocks on
the chip. They are configurable at runtime, including
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comparators and counters, and in many cases are
transaction-aware, allowing the designer to focus in
on specific areas of interest in the SoC behavior.
• Secure Message Infrastructure
The Secure Message Infrastructure is a flexible and
scalable message fabric that interconnects all
Embedded Analytics IP and supports configuration,
data collection and cross-triggering. The message
fabric is built from universal blocks that can be
connected hierarchically, allowing prioritization and
routing of messages and real-time events between
their interfaces and providing optional features such
as buffering and shared security services.
• Communicators
To allow the Embedded Analytics IPs to interact with
software (for example analytics software running on
the main system, or an external debugger),
Embedded Analytics includes a range of external
communicators starting at traditional debug over
JTAG, or USB 2 at 480 Mbit/s, or the EBC for USB3 type
speeds. The USB and EBC solutions connects directly
to an on-chip USB PHY to enable interconnection with
the debug host at a much higher speed than would be
possible using a conventional serial interface.
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Analytic Modules
Bus Monitor
The Bus Monitor provides complete, transaction-level
visibility of SoC bus activity across all major bus
standards, including AXI, ACE and OCP.
The Bus Monitor analytic module provides a wide variety
of monitoring functions. It can be used for analytics,
reporting diagnostics, performance profiling and other
applications.
The Bus Monitor is transaction aware. It can monitor
each individual transaction, even where there are
multiple outstanding simultaneous transactions
underway, which may complete out of order.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Bus Monitor
• Inherently has visibility across the SoC system, since
it monitors transactions between on-chip blocks on
the SoC bus: it allows analysis not just of the behavior
of individual blocks, but of complex interactions
between those blocks, and the software running on
them.
• Is transaction aware, analyzing and interpreting data
locally in HW with filters and counters, allowing it
to turn raw data into useful information: increasing
its value, decreasing the transfer bandwidth and
reducing the time needed to process and understand.
• Can construct complex trigger scenarios based on
bus activity; captures bus activity up to, and after, a
programmed trigger event into a circular bus trace
buffer. Allowing visibility of what led to a trigger
event occurring.

Figure 1: Bus Monitor interfaces.
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Direct Memory Access (DMA)
The DMA analytic module provides direct memory
access. It enables an external application to issue
transactions on the bus fabric in order to read or write a
block of memory. This module enables program loading
in a Tessent Embedded Analytics system as well as
directed memory inspection via read accesses and
manipulation via write accesses.
Tessent Embedded Analytics DMA
• Provides a connection from the Tessent Embedded
Analytics infrastructure to anywhere in system
memory. Equipping the designer with a mechanism
to transfer external data in or out of memory while
taking no SoC resources, which means that firmware
or boot code can be loaded onto the CPU without
using slow JTAG connections, speeding up the SoC

bring-up process. Each instance of the DMA module
can include up to 16 independent DMA channels,
allowing up to 16 DMA transfers to occur in parallel.
• Tessent DMA includes a resource allocation
mechanism that provides a means for multiple
external agents to negotiate a claim to a range of
DMA module resources, which means that multiple
debug tools or SW APIs can connect to the SoC at the
same time.
• Can be configured such that received real-time events
trigger a DMA transaction, or real-time events can
be generated on the completion of a DMA operation,
which means that the Tessent Embedded Analytics
infrastructure can integrate seamlessly and flexibly
into the SoC operation.

Figure 2: DMA module interfaces.
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GPIO Trigger Module
The GPIO Trigger Module can be used to connect the
Tessent Embedded Analytics infrastructure to other
parts of the system in order to provide event and
configuration functions such as:
• Event inputs
• Event outputs
• GPIO
Its input event interface can be used to initiate real-time
events and/or Embedded Analytics messages on the
downstream message interface. Alternatively, these
events can be converted into IO signals that can be
wired to physical IO pins to enable interaction with
external tools such as oscilloscopes
An output event interface can be used to generate
signals (either pulsed or with handshake acknowledge)
when real-time events are received on the upstream
message interface. Additionally, input event values can
be passed through to the output event pins.

The input and output event signals are suitable for
connection to the control and status signals of a
processor core, to allow cross-trigger integration of the
Tessent system with that core.
Tessent Embedded Analytics GPIO
• Provides a mechanism for controlling HW signals
from the Tessent Embedded Analytics domain and
for sampling SoC-level signals into the Embedded
Analytics domain. It facilitates 2-way communication
between the SoC and Embedded Analytics domains
• Can be used to configure and control other functions
within the device such as clock controllers, soft
reset logic, power controllers, debug modes, system
modes or to force internal signals via glue logic whilst
debugging
• Can be mapped to proprietary trigger systems
such as the Arm Cross Trigger Interface in order
to integrate such systems with Tessent Embedded
Analytics, further expanding the architecture-agnostic
functionality of the Tessent on-chip analytics
subsystem

Figure 3: GPIO Trigger Module interfaces.
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Network-on-Chip (NOC)
Monitor
The NoC Monitor provides complete, transaction-level
visibility of SoC bus activity for devices using the Arm®
AMBA® 5 Coherent Hub Interface (CHI).
The NoC Monitor can be used for analytics, reporting
diagnostics and performance profiling and supports the
need for fast, non-blocking data transfers between
multiple fully coherent processors within an SoC.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics NoC Monitor
• Inherently has visibility across the SoC system, since it
monitors transactions between fully coherent blocks
on the Arm® AMBA® 5 CHI: it allows analysis not just
of the behavior of individual blocks, but of complex
interactions between those blocks, and the software
running on them.
• Is transaction aware, analyzing and interpreting data
locally in HW with filters and counters, allowing it
to turn raw data into useful information: increasing
its value, decreasing the transfer bandwidth and
reducing the time needed to process and understand
• Can construct complex trigger scenarios based on
bus activity; captures bus activity up to, and after, a
programmed trigger event into a circular bus trace
buffer. Allowing visibility of what led to a trigger
event occurring

Figure 4: NOC Monitor interfaces.
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Processor Analytic Module

• Cross-triggering

Processor Analytic Modules couple processors or their
processor specific debug port to the Tessent Embedded
Analytics system.

• Event generation

They are intended to control the processor core, extract
processor related status information and performance
data as well as integrate with the processor’s existing
debug support which may additionally provide
instruction and or data trace.
A Processor Analytic Module (PAM) typically provides:
• Run-control (run, step halt)

• Event driven control
• Periodic sampling (PC, context, etc.)
• Discovery
• Integration with processor specific debug support
There are two main variants, the BPAM (Bus Processor
Analytic Module) and the JPAM (JTAG Processor Analytic
Module). The BPAM interfaces to the processor using a
bus protocol, and the JPAM using the JTAG protocol.

• Access to breakpoint and watchpoint resources
• Performance monitoring unit (for cache hits etc.)

Figure 5: Processor Analytic Module interfaces.
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PROCESSOR ANALYTIC MODULE FOR AXI/APB/AHB
BUS PROCESSORS (BPAM)
The BPAM can be used with processors following the AXI/
APB/AHB bus standard, including cores from Arm.
Processor cores from Arm have a variety of interfaces to
enable connectivity with their CoreSight debug
technology which can also be used to connect to the
Tessent Embedded Analytics system, either directly or via
existing CoreSight infrastructure.
Access to selected internals of an Arm Cortex core, such
as its register image, is provided using a bus interface
such as APB for A and R class cores and AHB for M class.
Tessent’s Bus Processor Analytic Module (BPAM) is
available with corresponding bus interfaces to enable
direct connection to the processor, or an AXI interface to
enable indirect connection via a figure 1. The trace
receiver module shown is not part of the BPAM
functionality, but is part of the IP suite available from
Tessent Embedded Analytics.

PROCESSOR ANALYTIC MODULE FOR JTAG ACCESSED
PROCESSORS (JPAM)
JTAG (IEEE 1149.1) controlled cores can be accessed
using the JTAG Processor Analytic Module (JPAM) as
shown in figure 2.
RISC-V processors for example use JTAG as their sole
means of debug access. The JPAM provides a bridge
between the Tessent Embedded Analytics system and
JTAG. It provides a means for controlling a JTAP TAP from
Embedded Analytics messages from chip pins. It is
primarily targeted towards providing access to the JTAG
debug interface of one or more SoC processor cores,
though is suitable for interfacing to any component or
subsystem using a JTAG interface.
The Processor Analytic Module
• Connects a processor’s debug port into a Tessent
Embedded Analytics System, providing the essential
visibility of CPU activities and status to enable analysis
and debug of the SoC
• Provides run control of the target processor and
access to breakpoints/watchpoints, facilitating the
fundamental interaction with the core needed to
enable analysis and debug
• Offers low-latency configurable cross triggering across
the rest of the Tessent Embedded Analytics portfolio
present within the SoC. So, for example, a watchpoint
activated in one PAM in one section of the SoC can
stop or step processor activity in a different section,
allowing a holistic approach to analysis across the
system

Figure 6: Direct and indirect coupling of the BPAM for Arm cores.

Figure 7: Coupling of the JPAM for processors with JTAG control.
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Static Instrumentation
Tessent Embedded Analytics Static Instrumentation
equips embedded software developers with a nonintrusive mechanism for code instrumentation. Using
the Static Instrumentation module, the developer can
insert watchpoints in the code that trigger messages on
the Embedded Analytics subsystem, with minimal
impact on the execution flow.
It supports API calls within an OS or application, which
result in downstream Tessent messages being sent,
allowing data to be passed from software executing on
the SoC to an external debugger or analytics
application. It allows program or other variables to be
passed every time the API is called. Larger data
structures can also be passed by repeatedly calling the
API.

Tessent Embedded Analytics Static Instrumentation
• Is a solution based on both hardware and software.
Code can be instrumented with just a single
instruction, meaning watchpoints can be inserted in
software with minimal effect on runtime code
• Has minimal effect on runtime code, so there is
little to no change to code timing. Bugs can be
investigated, without changing the timing that
created them.
• Can pass out parameters from SoC to debugger when
a watchpoint is reached. Giving greater visibility of
code activity and health; and allowing the possibility
to pass out larger data structures without calling on
trace

Figure 8: Static Instrumentation interfaces.
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Status Monitor
The Status Monitor gives access to the signaling lines of
custom logic within an SoC. It affords many of the
benefits of a logic analyzer, but with no need to bring
signals off-chip. The Status Monitor enables the design
verification and performance monitoring of custom
logic, all embedded within the chip.
The Status Monitor provides a wide variety of functions
including debugging, reporting diagnostics, and
performance profiling. It can be parameterized at
instantiation to precisely monitor the logic signals
within the host SoC that interest the engineering team,
giving visibility of those internal signal lines that would
otherwise be inaccessible once the SoC is delivered.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Status Monitor
• Analyzes any signal in any custom logic block. It can
measure the performance and verify the design of
proprietary chip functionality on the chip, with total
flexibility
• Affords “logic-analyzer” type visibility of internal
signals not normally detectible off-chip
• Has a built-in simple matcher, advanced filter and
sequencer. Allowing flexible match conditions, from
very simple cases to advanced state machine, to
analyze the performance of complex logic.

Figure 9: Status Monitor interfaces.
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System Memory Buffer (SMB)
The System Memory Buffer (SMB) is a special type of
communicator that provides a way to buffer and store
messages in a region of shared system memory. It
provides a capability to store messages received on its
input message interface to an area of system memory.
Optionally the messages can be retrieved from memory
and retransmitted over its output message interface. A
configuration that only supports storing message data
to memory is considered single-ended. A configuration
that also supports reading message data from memory
is considered double-ended.

The SMBs interfaces are shown in figure 16 1. In
double-ended operation the SMB will autonomously
read messages back from system memory and direct
them to a suitably configured communicator, such as
USB, ATB Trace or JTAG. There is an optional bus
subordinate port to enable a processor to directly
inform the SMB when it has read stored messages from
system memory as part of single-ended SMB operation.
Double-ended operation is shown in Figure 10, where
messages from a variety of analytic modules are
streamed to the SMB and in addition to a trace
communicator (e.g. Arm ATB) whilst the JTAG
communicator controls the modules.

Figure 10: System Memory Buffer interfaces.
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The Tessent Embedded Analytics System Memory
Buffer
• Provides a two-way communication mechanism
between the Tessent Embedded Analytics message
infrastructure and system memory. The SMB can
perform a valuable buffering function in those cases
where the analytics subsystem produces bursts of
data faster than the communicators available can get
it off chip, ensuring that data is not lost
• Offers 4 modes of operation, including streaming,
trace-to mode, trace-from mode and trace-about
mode. The trace modes allow data of interest to be
captured into system memory before, after or around
a trigger event (initiated by a Tessent Embedded
Analytics event)

• Can receive and send real-time events. The SMB can
use real-time events to trigger its logical buffers.
It can also be configured to issue real-time events
to indicate when certain significant buffer status
changes occur, harmonizing its integration into the
Tessent Embedded Analytics analytics subsystem of
which it forms a part
EA provides a uniquely powerful capability for
semiconductor manufacturers during the system
bring-up and debug process. Like our DFT technologies,
it is also increasingly used after deployment, in the
utilization phase of the lifecycle. Here it can identify
abnormal or unexpected behavior that could result in a
safety/security/reliability issue; enable preventive
maintenance; or allow in-field validation after over-theair software updates. It not only detects unexpected
behavior but can also mitigate it at hardware speed.

Figure 11: Double-ended operation of the System Memory Buffer.
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Trace Encoder
The RISC-V Trace Encoder provides a mechanism to
monitor the program execution of a CPU in real time. It
encodes instruction execution and, optionally, data
memory accesses, and outputs data in a highly
compressed format.
Software running externally can take this data and use
it to reconstruct the program execution flow.
The Trace Encoder provides an interface for connecting
to the trace interface of a CPU. An optional status
interface can be used to gather performance metrics,
and a general-purpose output interface is also available.
Messages and events logged by trace are transmitted
over the message interface.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Trace Encoder
• Complies with the latest standards produced by
the RISC-V Trace Working Group, supporting any
standardscompliant RISC-V processor
• Includes a broad range of filters, giving complete
control over what and when to trace. Filters are
available to enable tracing:
• Within an address range
• At a specified privilege level
• Of interrupt service routines
• For a fixed period of time
• Starting and stopping on external events
• and many others
• Features multiple retirement. Can trace the execution
of multiple concurrent instructions from multiissue CPUs, speculative or out-of-order instruction
execution.

Figure 12: Trace Encoder connectivity.
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Trace Receiver
The Trace Receiver module accepts trace data, typically
generated by a CPU, and encapsulates it into Tessent
Embedded Analytics messages to be transferred off-chip
via the Tessent Embedded Analytics infrastructure. As
well as allowing the use of versatile and highbandwidth interfaces such as USB to extract trace, this
module is also capable of incorporating any vendor’s
triggering mechanisms into a Tessent Embedded
Analytics-enabled system; this enables powerful crosstriggering across a heterogeneous SoC.
The Tessent Trace Receiver currently supports the
following trace protocol:
• ARM AMBA 4 ATB v1.1

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Trace Receiver
• Can be configured to filter the input stream to accept
data from certain trace IDs and discard the rest, if
placed further downstream in the trace hierarchy
and after aggregation of trace from multiple
sources, which means that required off-chip data
communication bandwidth is reduced
• Can accept trigger events from the trace interface and
choose to emit these as Embedded Analytics real-time
events, or leave them embedded in the trace data
stream, or both
• Can filter the trace data it captures from an ATB
interface based on the characteristics of the
corresponding trace beat

The Trace Receiver has the following interfaces:
• A trace subordinate interface such as ARM’s ATB
• A message interface (downstream output and
upstream input message interfaces)

Figure 13: Trace Receiver interfaces.
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Virtual Console
The Virtual Console analytic module provides a
peripheral interface that enables the system software to
communicate with an external host via the Tessent
Embedded Analytics infrastructure. The Virtual Console
is intended to replace a conventional UART based
communication within systems that require console
connections, such as standard I/O (for example, printf)
and those with operating systems and application tasks
that can be configured or interacted with via a serial
terminal dialogue. It can also be used to collect
software instrumentation in cases where either no
hardware filtering is needed or there are a small
number of streams.
For upstream data transfer, Embedded Analytics
messages are sent on the upstream message interface
and stored in a dedicated channel buffer. Data is then
read from the buffer over the AXI interface.
Downstream communication is initiated by the target
writing to the downstream channel buffer over the AXI
interface. Data stored in this buffer is then encapsulated
in a Tessent message before being sent on the
downstream message interface.

The Virtual Console has a bus subordinate interface
(such as AXI), and a pair of Embedded Analytics
message interfaces to enable transfer of messages to
and from the module for both control flow and trace
output. The bus subordinate interface enables data to
be read or written from the console channels and can
support bursting.
The Tessent Embedded Analytics Virtual Console
• Enables embedded software to communicate with
an external debugger. This lets the user interact
with the firmware on the target using console-based
communications all within one environment, with a
single physical connection to the system. Giving the
user immediate and extensive control over what the
target program may do
• Is intended to provide conventional UART capability
for systems which require console connections. It
carries all communications from the chip via the
Tessent Embedded Analytics message infrastructure,
removing the need to assign a physical port from the
target system
• Can collect limited software instrumentation,
reducing the need to instrument code by other means

Figure 14: Virtual Console interfaces.
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Secure Message Infrastructure
The Secure Message Infrastructure (SMI) interconnects
Tessent Embedded Analytics on-chip monitors,
communicators and Sentries, enabling SoC designers to
create system-wide analysis, optimization and security
implementations.

Based on a non-blocking architecture, it ensures that
real-time events are prioritized, enables cross-triggering
between Tessent modules and reliable data capture and
recording. The infrastructure includes finegrained
authentication features to ensure data security

The SMI is a secure, scalable communications fabric
independent from the main SoC interconnect, which
allows messages, control signals and trace data to be
routed between on-chip modules and to external
software and hardware resources.

The SMI provides the following key functional blocks:
• Secure Message Engine
• Message Gateway
• Message Lock

Figure 15: Secure Message Infrastructure.
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The Secure Message Engine connects analytic modules
together, and communicators. Secure Message Engines
route messages and real-time events between their
interfaces and can be arranged in a tree topology. Realtime events are those which take precedence over other
communications in progress e.g. a Tessent module
would give them priority over buffered messages
waiting to be sent.

The Message Lock provides a simple way to block
transmission of messages, whether for security or for
isolating parts of a Tessent Embedded Analytics system.

Figure 18: Message Lock interfaces.

Figure 16: Secure Message Engine interfaces.

The Message Gateway module provides the capability
for external software to directly talk to a systems
security module through a communicator. Messages
can flow in either direction over the Message Gateway,
with the payload of the data being passed to or from
the system through the Gateway interface port.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Secure Message
Infrastructure
• Provides an entirely separate communications
network to the target SoC, delivering secure
communications independent of the SoC buses and
taking no host resource
• Allow Tessent IP modules to connect and share
information across the SoC
• Provides secure access to register and memory areas.

Figure 17: Secure Message Gateway interfaces.
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Communicators
Bus Communicator (AXI)
The AXI Bus Communicator enables software running
inside the chip to drive the Tessent Embedded Analytics
system as an intelligent analytics agent through a bus
subordinate such as AXI or similar. This allows on-chip
software to monitor itself during pre-deployment soaktesting and carry out performance optimization
throughout the product life. The Bus Communicator
enables monitoring of critical software and on-chip
activity using either background software on the
applications processor or a smaller processor core
dedicated to housekeeping activities.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Bus Communicator
• Allows an on-chip resource to communicate with the
Tessent system. The on-chip resource can be a local
CPU running analytics or it can be a local CPU acting
as an “agent” for a remote CPU resource. Being able
to run analytics locally allows the on-chip program to
observe and analyze SoC performance metrics, take
decisions locally, and carry them out
• Enables functionality such as communication over
Ethernet, PCIe, and more
• Can be used internally within the SoC to configure the
Tessent analytics subsystem. The Bus Communicator
provides a memory mapped subordinate port which
enables a software analytics agent running within
the SoC to drive the Embedded Analytics
infrastructure, which means that applications
running on the SoC can (re-) configure and
consume data from the intelligent monitors,
providing ultimate flexibility and autonomous
in-life operation

Figure 19: Bus Communicator interfaces.
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USB Communicator
The USB 2.0 Communicator provides mediumspeed
debug access to the Tessent Embedded Analytics system
for an off-chip debugger or analytics API over USB. It is
intended for direct connection to a USB PHY interface to
enable a dedicated debug channel or to the optional
Tessent Embedded Analytics USB debug hub core.

The compound hub and device pairs the USB device
with a 2-port USB hub, which allows the USB connection
to be shared between the normal SoC functional
requirements and the Tessent Embedded Analytics
system.
The USB communicator is autonomous, requiring no
host processor or software intervention.

Two versions of the communicator are offered:
• A USB device
• A compound USB hub and device
The device implements a Tessent designed cutdown
USB MAC core that implements a fixed configuration for
a pair of bulk data end-points and provides a dedicated
USB connection to a Tessent Embedded Analytics
system.
Figure 21: USB 2.0 Communicator interfaces.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics USB Communicator
• Offers a significantly enhanced data rate over the
JTAG Communicator, with throughput rates up to
480Mbit/s
• Is based on the widely used USB industry-standard for
digital interfacing
• Has a hub functionality which lets it fit seamlessly into
an existing communications infrastructure

Figure 20: USB 2.0 Communicator interfaces.
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EBC Communicator
The EBC Communicator provides high-speed
communications from a Tessent Embedded Analytics
system to an off-chip debugger or analytics API via
USB3. It provides an AXI subordinate Interface along
with a set of sideband signals to be connected to a DMA
manager, such as a USB3.1 Controller, to provide high
bandwidth output from the Embedded Analytics
Infrastructure.
The EBC Communicator interfaces to the External Buffer
Control (EBC) port of a Synopsys USB 3.1 device
controller, allowing data delivery off-chip at the
maximum USB 3.1 speed. Whether bringing-up a new
SoC or tuning system performance in-life, the EBC
Communicator provides the design team with a
comprehensive record of, and visibility into, the activity
in the SoC cores.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics EBC Communicator
• Enables high-speed debug over USB3.1, allowing
reuse of existing on-chip resources and avoiding
costly external probes
• Enables “closed chassis” access after the SoC is
integrated into an end product, facilitating debug and
analysis of the SoC throughout the life of the target
system
• Brings data off-chip at speeds up to 10Gbps, fast
enough to capture full instruction trace from one
manager CPU, or capture filtered trace from many
cores

Figure 23: ECB Communicator interfaces.

Figure 22: ECB Communicator.
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JTAG Communicator
The JTAG Communicator provides low-bandwidth
connectivity to the Tessent Embedded Analytics
infrastructure via an IEEE 1149.1 scan-test interface.
The JTAG Communicator implements a simple link-layer
protocol above the physical layer signaling defined by
the IEEE 1149.1 standard. It enables a basic flow-control
mechanism for upstream burst communications (input
data) in supplement to the host initiated symmetric
data transfer (data scanned in and out simultaneously).

The Tessent Embedded Analytics JTAG
Communicator
• Provides digital communication with the IP blocks
inside an SoC by means of the IEEE 1149.1 industry
standard for exchanging data which means that
existing connection methods can be used to connect
to and take advantage of the on-chip analytics system,
avoiding the need to costly new probes
• Provides bidirectional communication to and from
the SoC, making it suitable as a companion product
to high-performance unidirectional communicators
such as the EBC Communicator, which means that
the on-chip analytics system can still be re-configured
while downloading high bandwidth trace data
• Supports hot-plug; the JTAG functionality can be
activated seamlessly, without disturbing the processes
underway

Figure 24: JTAG Communicator interfaces.
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Trace Communicator
The Trace Communicator provides a way to drive
Tessent Embedded Analytics messages into an
alternative debug system or external parallel port. It
enables a Tessent System to be interfaced with the trace
functionality offered by several CPU vendors. Examples
include:
• ARM CoreSight Trace Funnel (ATB Communicator)
• External parallel port interfaces
• AXI-4 streaming interface or similar
Support for other protocols is available upon request.

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Trace
Communicator
Offers functionality which varies from interface to
interface. Example capabilities include:
• Message output capability with flow-control and
configurable data path width
• Optionally output trace event to trigger external
oscilloscopes and analyzers
• Multiple interface options which means that customer
can integrate different ISAs and debug infrastructures,
enabling greater freedom to choose vendors
subsystems and increasing product performance

The Trace Communicator interfaces comprise a pair of
message interfaces and an output interface to the
alternative trace system or external parallel port.

Figure 25: Trace Communicator interfaces.
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Active Managers
Bus Sentry
The Bus Sentry can be used as the core of a hardwarebased on-chip security system.
The Bus Sentry allows SoC designers to control access to
sensitive areas of their devices, detect and block
suspicious transactions at hardware speed, and build a
long-term profile of system operation to secure against
current and future cyber threats.
It sits on the internal bus of an SoC, identifying
transactions of interest and making decisions on
whether these should be allowed, blocked, modified or
marked as “poison.”

The Tessent Embedded Analytics Bus Sentry
• Implements cybersecurity at hardware level, providing
threat detection and response at clock speed and
increasing cybersecurity for the most demanding
applications including automotive and aerospace
• Is fully protocol aware. It “understands” bus activity at
a transaction level, providing an “intelligent” level of
protection
• Restricts access to sensitive areas of the protected
device, maintaining correct operation of the SoC and
host system by blocking access by non-privileged
processes.

Figure 26: Bus Sentry interfaces.
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Verification IP
UVM Verification IP
The Embedded Analytics universal verification
methodology (UVM) verification IP (VIP) is a test
environment based on the industry standard UVM,
containing sequence libraries and integration tests to
help development teams carry out system-level
verification of the Embedded Analytics IP deployed
within an SoC. UVM VIP facilitates the two core
functions of this verification:
• Verifying the integration of Embedded Analytics
components with each other
• Verifying the integration of Embedded Analytics
components into the SoC
UVM VIP is a set of software classes and methods that
reside within the test bench and is typically used during
system-level simulation. VIP provides an abstraction
layer which simplifies the task of design verification.

It lets development teams minimize the time they spend
on verification. It includes a suite of example tests
which check for correct interconnectivity between the
Embedded Analytics IP modules, and allows designers
to generate stimulus for UVM system level testing in a
structured way without having to get involved in the
fine detail of Embedded Analytics message and frame
generation. In addition to the rich library of sequences
and tests, a system discovery test is also provided which
include checks for illegal connectivity. The system
discovery process is an iterative method of interrogation
in which the topology and capabilities of every
component in an Embedded Analytics system are
extracted and recorded, and may also provide a pass/fail
result by comparing the discovered system to an
expected or previously discovered result.
With UVM VIP, Tessent is equipping SoC designers with
an IEEE 1800.2 compliant suite of tools built upon the
test environment that many already know and use.
Designers are free to use the UVM sequences included
in UVM VIP or derive new sequences from the base
sequence classes provided.

Figure 27: UVM Verification IP.
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